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A  specialist  in  office  systems  furniture,   

UMCI Furniture Services, Inc. (UFS) is involved in every stage upon 

client selection of the furniture type and  specification,  from  

implementation  to  completion, offering continual functional and 

technical support.

We pride ourselves in our capability to effectively and concurrently 

administer and oversee multiple projects . 

At UMCI Furniture Services, Inc. (UFS), we continuously upskill and 

expand from our knowledge and services to successfully deliver each 

and every project.

Our UMCI Furniture Services, Inc. (UFS) team members have 

individually and collectively enriched their skill sets from years of both 

practical experience and technical mastery in various aspects of the 

office furniture business.

These functional and technical expertise, coupled with extensive 

industry knowledge makes UMCI Furniture Services, Inc. (UFS) the 

ideal choice for office systems furniture and services needs.



our objective  

to provide a superior yet cost competitive, broader range of office furniture and floor 

finishes, serving both the local and multinational sectors in the Philippines

our goal   

to exceed the expectations of every client by consistently delivering outstanding customer 

end-to-end services 

increased flexibility, and greater value, thus optimizing the workplace functionality and 

improving operation efficiency

our team

distinguished by their functional and technical proficiency combined with their significant 

amount of experience, thereby ensuring that our clients receive the most effective and 

professional service



our products

Office systems furniture

Relocatable Partitions

Seating Systems

Carpet and Floor Coverings

Collaborative & Lounge Furniture

Technology



Office Systems Furniture



LexCo Collection is a comprehensive desking platform designed for customization to 

enable greater tailored expression and bringing new personality to the workspace. 

LEXCO COLLECTION I System Solution

Encouraging Experimentation

LexCo Collection encourages new creativity. Countless configurations and an expressive palette of 

finishes offer unmatched potential for co-creation and personalization. Designers can combine 

different leg designs, accessories and levels of privacy.

Stance Leg Design

Designers can now select from a broad range 

of leg options with various paint finishes. The 

latest stance leg design features a unique 

bridge like construction with contoured vertical 

lines anchored from a structural cross bar.

Canvas for Teams

A diverse landscape of settings hosts a range of team types and work styles. More than that, LexCo

Collection invites teams and individuals to express their own identity and control levels of privacy as 

they switch between work modes, inspiring creativity and autonomy, boosting engagement and a 

sense of belonging.

Encouraging Experimentation

Those in the business of workplace design understand the powerful influence of place, on talent and 

performance. Desking remains a hardworking office essential, that can be enhanced with thoughtful 

personalization.

LexCo Collection is a tested platform that can be scaled with an organization. Its robust understructure 

forms the foundation for a beautiful and varied landscape, tailored to suit your organizational culture.

Enhanced Comfort
Movement and changing posture throughout the workday supports wellbeing and positively impacts

productivity. A bench at drafting height lets people sit or stand comfortably, inviting seamless posture 

change, without interrupting the workflow.

Steelcase’s unique carpeted foot platform recreates the familiar comfort and ergonomic support of 

working at standard desk height.

Certificate:

Indoor Advantage™ Gold
Indoor Air Quality Certified to SCS-EC10.3-2014 v4.0

Conforms to the ANSI/BIFMA Furniture Emissions Standard

(M7.1/S7.1-2011 R2016 and ANSI/BIFMA e.3 - 2019 (Credits 7.6.1,

7.6.2) for the open plan and private office workstation partners.1



Lexicon makes it easy to create a variety of workplace applications for both

individual and collaborative work with simple solutions for every requirement

LEXICON I System Solution

Lexicon systems enable the shaping of spaces with the ideal balance between 

privacy for task work and visual connection for collaborative teamwork. A range 

of layouts, integrated cable management, and worktools enable the 

personalization and organization of individual tools, resources, and personal 

items in the workspace to support the task at hand and the way you like to work.

Personalize workspace for the way you work

Lexicon systems enable the shaping of spaces with the ideal balance between privacy for task work and 

visual connection for collaborative teamwork. A range of layouts, integrated cable management, and 

worktools enable the personalization and organization of individual tools, resources, and personal items in 

the workspace, to support the task at hand and the way you like to work. 

Free up precious desktop space
If cable management is too 

complex, people won’t use it

Ingenious design support the 

nomadic worker

Get personal with worktools
Tailor Lexicon to the needs of individual workers and the work at hand with adjustable privacy components, 

flexible storage, versatile computer support and an innovative collection of worktools.

PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS 



Migration SE Pro is Steelcase’s next generation height adjustable desking platform.

Improved performance and a wide selection of structural and technical components set a new

standard in flexible dynamic planning. Its curated selection of finishes will contribute to a unique,

tailored expression in the workplace.

MIGRATION SE PRO I System Solution

Create your own team space

Teams clustered together can share stronger connections and work more efficiently and

harmoniously. Bundle Migration SE Pro desks with Diversal spine to create a dynamic 

Team zone. By nesting collaborative worktools in close proximity to individual spaces 

you will support the transition from “me” work to “we” work mode.

Designed for wellbeing

Regular movement throughout the day is known to bring benefits to the health, happiness 

and performance of people at work. Height-adjustable benching lets teams sit together, 

while individuals can take control of their own work surface height.

Silent and powerful

A powerful new digital motor 

makes smooth, seamless, and 

silent transition between postures 

and the controller can store four 

different posture settings.

Advanced anti-collision

technology

The anti-collision sensor protects even 

light equipment from accidental knocks. 

A highly sensitive new mechanism 

detects any change in angle, from any 

point on the worksurface.

Approachable design

Contoured, soft rounded curves 

and harmonious arcs contribute 

to a welcoming work environment.

Cable management

More choice of components brings 

greater flexibility in cable

management, with new metal 

cable trays or a metal and PET 

hybrid in a range of depths.

Sarto screens

For added privacy and a soft 

welcoming experience, shield 

workstations with Sarto screens 

in a range of colours and material 

finishes.

Sustainability

We believe that providing the best solutions for

our customers begins by ensuring they’re the best

solutions for our environment. Every step of the

way – through design, manufacturing, delivery,

and product lifecycle – we consider the impact

of our work on people and the environment.

Migration SE Pro offers:

- FSC Certification

- Green Tick Certification



The Steelcase Flex Collection empowers teams to create spaces that can be 

rearranged on demand, creating environments teams and individuals need to do 

their best work. The collection is designed for spontaneity - making it easy to shift 

between different daily activities — from a brainstorm to a workshop, or from a 

stand-up to a sprint review. 

FLEX COLLECTION I System Solution

Steelcase Flex creates dynamic team neighborhoods for the high-performing, modern workplace. 

By providing teams with all the essentials to adapt their space as needed, keep their work visible and shape 

team identity, Steelcase Flex supports the changing activities and behaviors of hyper-collaborative teams.

Dynamic Team Neighborhoods

Create spaces on demand

Steelcase Flex empowers teams to create 

spaces and environments that are just right for 

personal preferences and project needs. With 

little effort, Steelcase Flex can

be adapted and reconfigured on demand by the 

team.

Show the flow

Making work visual drives clarity and allows 

team members to stay up to date on rapidly 

developing projects. Steelcase Flex provides 

ample opportunities for teams to create, share 

and move their work wherever they go.

Just right for any team

Inspired by the diverse activities and flexibility 

required by teams using design thinking and 

agile practices, Steelcase Flex gives all kinds of 

teams the control they need to adapt their space 

at any given moment. Whether it’s big changes 

or small tweaks to the team’s space, Steelcase 

Flex can move at the same pace as the work 

they do.

Supports multiple work modes

From collaboration to individual focus work to a 

social gathering, Steelcase Flex elements can 

create just the

right environment as work modes change 

throughout the day and people move from 

activity to activity. Steelcase Flex meets the 

needs of the team without losing sight

of the individual.



The four point eight range started with a truly simple idea – enable the seamless

integration of people and technology – then expanded it to new dimensions. It

is realized in a light elegant design that integrates the instant connectivity of the

innovative powertrack. Created in a diverse range of shapes, sizes and finishes, to

help optimize the use of space in the modern workplace, four point eight connects

people with people, and people with technology, to enhance communication, speed

interaction and the spread of bright ideas.

FOUR POINT EIGHT I Conference

Interaction of a higher order

Whatever the size or needs of a group and the individuals in it, there is a table in the

four point eight range to better support the ways they choose to work. The light open

aluminum structure provides inspired design while maximizing legroom, optimizing user

comfort and access to the worksurface

To ensure a clutter-free worksurface, 

power and data connectivity for various 

devices are integrated into the center of 

the worksurface. The slim edge profile 

and interchangeable center insert ends 

provide a sophisticated finishing touch to 

the contemporary style.

Enhancing connectivity

The four point eight range seamlessly Integrates  the use of technology into the flow of 

group work and meetings.

Cable Tray Option – Non-Powered Version 

A tray recessed into the center of the table simplifies cable 

management, keeping the worksurface clear.

Cable management

A clip-off cover gives easy 

access to power and data 

cables routed in the hollow 

legs.

Freeing up space 
Convenient accessories support the use of multimedia technologies while freeing 

worksurface space

Projector stand 

Gives projectors a home above the 

worksurface, for easy set-up and 

use. An integrated cable basket 

simplifies cable management and 

keeps worksurfaces clear. 

Transaction top 

The transaction top fits onto the projector 

stand, providing space above the power track 

to display various items, support the use and 

storage of larger multimedia devices, to help 

keep worksurfaces clear.

PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS 



The Impact range enables the creation of complete workplace environments tailored to the 

requirements of the high performance executive. The range of simple stylish elements starts 

with a selection of worksurface shapes and sizes. It is complemented by a choice of tables, 

storage cabinets, mobile and fixed pedestals to provide flexible workspaces that support 

private confidential work, communication and collaboration.

IMPACT AND CONVENE I Executive Collection

The Convene range provides stylish conferencing solutions for the executive boardroom,

conference rooms and meeting spaces. The elegance of the wide range of table shapes

and sizes is complemented by the low profile storage elements and integrated management

of power and data wiring.

Steelcase takes a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal of 

its products, From materials, production, transportation, and use through 

the end of life, the Executive Collection has been carefully considered to 

reduce its impact on the environment.



Relocatable Partitions





pleinAir is fully in tune with the modern trend towards simplicity

with style. With this elegantly smooth lines, pleinAir has broken free

of conventional grid and module

to release spaces

pleinAir can be installed free-standing without any head restraint.

This design can benefit the re-use of existing AC.

pleinAir: versatile partition

pleinAir opens up all the possibilities of new partitioning decor

technology and can be fitted with fabric, open-mesh, paper,

vinyl, natural or synthetic fibre surfaces either on or between

the glass units. The system can incorporate up to three

independent elements of flexible, rigid, fixed or mobile

materials.

Pleinair doors

The pleinair range includes specially 

designed doors:

sliding units

pivot-mounted hinged doors



Discover the face of a wall ultra-fine, clear and contemporary.

Metropolines 1 is a new Clestra partition. It has a simple

construction with its fine lines and tracks that almost disappear

into the building. Ultra-thin base track of 18mm. Head track 35

to 50mm.

Solid panels

Metropolines 1 has responded to the needs to achieve very

high soundproofing. The 83mm thick solid panels, and bi-block

panels, have very high acoustic performance. All types of

materials and finishes are available: steel, wood, glass. The

junction between the solid panels is a simple line with a minimal

junction of 2mm which can accommodate a rack for mechanical

attachment of accessories, small furniture items or sound

absorbers.

Trocadéro Tuileries ST Germain 



Shape, structure and space experience.

Light and simplistic design. Baya partitions are available in

single and double glazed versions.

The Baya partition is stylish and simple offering both single and

double glazed panels and a wide range of doors. The glazed

partitions are dry-jointed and panels and doors are flush fitting to

the corridors. Single glazed Baya is available in 10 and 12 mm

safety toughened glass as well as 10.8 and 12.8 mm acoustic

laminated glass. The base channel is 28 mm high and the head

channel is 50 mm to allow for building tolerance deflection.

the double flush door

This door integrates perfectly into the frameless double glazed panels achieving a flush appearance

to both sides of the wall. The slim door upright conceals the lock case. The vertical frame

accommodates the adjacent glass without the need for any additional uprights

Baya doors Baya sliding doors

Solid Single Glaze Double Glaze Wooden Glaze



Slim in profile, fast to install and reconfigure, and with a high technical 

specification, Mplus has been engineered with optimized components to satisfy a 

high degree of reconfiguration possibilities. Mplus is the next generation evolution 

of partition systems in terms of flexibility for the user.

Mplus Glass panels

Mplus frameless partition solutions are available in three glazing options.

Glass options include 10 or 12mm tempered glass or a double layer of 12.76mm 

laminated glass for extra high performance sound attenuation.

Double glazed Center single glazed Offset single glazed

French Window

For a more traditional appearance, Mplus is also available in a single – or 

double-glazed vintage French window design.

Mplus Door Solution

C26 door unit
Offered in a solid, aluminum framed glass or flush glazed 

construction, the Mplus C26 door is an innovative new door 

system allowing flexibility of relocation, modification and 

upgrade like no other door system on the market. The 

26mm door frame integrates with Mplus’s slim 30mm profile 

to ensure a slender door aspect that is in keeping with the 

Mplus system. This is achieved without sacrificing high 

acoustic performance for style.



Seating Systems



GESTURE CHAIR I Seating

Limb Interface

The Gesture arm moves like the 

human arm, which allows users to be 

supported in any position.

Arms and shoulder remain supported 

when texting on a smartphone, typing 

on a keyboard or swiping a tablet.

Seat Interface

The Gesture seat brings comfort all 

the way to the edges. It is flexible at 

the perimeter to allow users to sit in a 

range of postures without obstruction.

Core Interface

The Gesture office chair back and 

seat move as a synchronized system, 

moving with each user to provide 

continuous and persistent support.

Gesture Experience

Gesture uses 33% less space, on 

average, than other task chairs 

helping organization maximize their 

real estate

Other Task Chair

Gesture
33%

The global posture study 

revealed new, unhealthy 

technology-driven postures

The new sitting experience

We didn’t start with a chair design; we 

started by looking at the unique 

movements and gestures of the body.

Gesture is the first chair designed to 

support our interactions with today's 

technologies.



LEAP CHAIR I Seating

Leap is a desk chair that provides a 

high performance, ergonomic solution 

for any office.

A seat for every task

Integrating stylish form with outstanding 

function. Leap is available in a range of  

applications and finishes that provide the 

same ergonomic support and benefits 

while engaged in a variety of tasks, 

postures  and places throughout the 

workplace.

FEATURES

• Liveback - The Leap chair’s back changes shape to support the entire spine. This can

reduce the chance of lower back sag and a hunched posture

• Adjustable Lumbar - Can be positioned to fit comfortably into the curve of your lower back for 

additional back support.

• Thermal Comfort - Thanks to slats in both its seat and back, and the special foam it uses

• Natural Glide System - The Leap chair’s seat glides forward so you can recline without 

leaving your vision and reach zone. 

• Height, Width, Pivot, Depth Adjustable Arms - Arms adjust fluidly in four directions so you can 

find a natural position. 



THINK CHAIR I Seating

1 2

3 4

Think is the chair with a brain and a 

conscience. It's intelligent enough to 

understand how you sit and adjust itself 

intuitively. It's thoughtful enough to 

measure and minimize its impact on the 

environment.

Think is the chair with a brain and a conscience. It's 

intelligent enough to understand how you sit and 

adjust itself intuitively. It's thoughtful enough to 

measure and minimize its impact on the environment.



SERIES 1 CHAIR I Seating

Stool Height              Headrest                        Armless                        Coat Hanger             Aluminum Base

Steelcase Series™ 1 delivers on what’s important—

performance, style and choice. It retains everything that’s 

valued in a chair, while making it attainable for everyone. 

Best in class. A new class. By Steelcase..

PERFORMANCE, STYLE + CHOICE 



SERIES 2 CHAIR I Seating

Building on best-in-class ergonomics, Series 2 introduces 

additional performance features and fresh new style choices for 

personalisation, expanding one of our most popular office chair 

collections. The backrest signals comfort while the slim profile 

and light-scale look help optimise your space. The back features 

an innovative geometric design that flexes in two dimensions to 

provide continuous support for your spine as you move.

Enhanced Choice.

Advanced Performance.

Style Steelcase Series™ 2 with standard or quilted 

upholstery. You can also celebrate the attractive 

geometric back design without upholstery or warm 

it up with 3D Microknit. Steelcase Series™ 2 is 

available as a standard-height task chair or as a 

stool. Add comfort and convenience with an 

optional headrest or coat hanger.

Highly Personalised Style



KARMAN CHAIR I Seating

Steelcase Karman goes beyond. It’s 21st century 

design delivers industry-leading comfort, ergonomics 

and sustainability.

A one-of-a-kind patented hybrid seat with 

integrated cushioning provides maximum 

comfort for as long as you sit – never sinks, 

never stiff like other mesh chairs.

Steelcase Karman is unique among other mesh chairs, going beyond black, 

white and gray by offering 13 Intermix colors and a wide range of finish 

options.

Patented Hybrid Seat Organic Movement Comfort Edge Comfort Dial 4D Arm

LiveBack Lumbar Support

Comfort Features



PERSONALITY CHAIR I Seating

The Personality Chair is designed to support the many 

ways people work and sit. Its simple user adjustments offer 

outstanding ergonomic support. 

Personalize  your space

Personality is a versatile chair that supports the different 

ways people sit and work during the day. 

Key Features

• Flexible, individual seating solutions throughout the 

workplace

• Available with mesh or upholstered back

• Available in task and high stool versions.

Smart storage options

Personality integrates smart storage options, making 

excellent use of space. The back belt, hook and jacket 

hanger allow users to customize the chair to suit both their 

personalities as well as the way they sit and work. 

Personalized ergonomic support

Personality combines outstanding 

ergonomic support with intuitive 

adjustability. 



Carpet and Floor Coverings



Tandus

A state-of-the-art product construction

• Use of solution-dyed nylon yarn for durable colors

• PVC backing for best performance

• Phthalate-free

• Low VOC emissions

• CRI Green label Plus standard certified

• Enable to win LEED points

• Easy installation and easy maintenance

• Impervious to moisture

• Do not support microbial growth

• No pesticides

• 15 years warranty

• ISO 9001:2015 certified

• ISO 14001: 2015 certified

• ISO 45001: 2018 certified

Service benefits

• Minimum order of 60sqm only

• Designer on Demand to provide you with free designs

• Infinite customization possibilities

• Quick ship: 20 references always available in stock from 4 to 1000sqm

• Fast production and delivery leadtime



The Collection



1 DEGREE
/ Gradations Series



ALLEY
/ Element Series



ANDANTE
/ Rhythms Series



ARBOR
/ Origin Series



BOLD



GLOBE



LINEARITY



SCATTERING
/ Visible Light Series



WILDFLOWER II



WILDFLOWER II



WIRELESS
/ Evolution Series



Sustainability and Construction

http://professionals.tarkett.cn/content/eco-friendly-flooring

http://professionals.tarkett.cn/content/eco-friendly-flooring


Customization



Quick Ship

NOW 20 SKUS AVAILABLE!

Demanding delivery schedules sometimes require floor coverings on short notice.

We’ve got the colors, patterns and textures you need – FAST.

Tandus quick ship offers products that ship within 2 business days.

Below products can be ordered as Quick Ship in a quantity < 1,000 sqm per color-way.



Collaborative & Lounge Furniture



NODE CHAIR / COBI CHAIR I Collaborative Chair

Benefits & features:

Move: Node is mobile and allows users to swivel. 

Fit: Node has been designed with an adjustable 

personal worksurface, adapting to different student 

sizes. 

Store: Its base provides a storage solution for 

backpacks and the armrests can provide storage as 

well. 

Connect: Node allows quick and easy transitions from 

one teaching mode to another. 

Sustainability: Node is up to 75% recyclable by weight. 

Benefits & features:

The Cobi chair encourages movement and supports a 

variety of postures.

With only one adjustment (seat height), and a 

mechanism that’s weight activated and senses and 

supports your own center of gravity, anyone can get 

comfortable quickly.

The weight-activated mechanism senses your center 

of gravity and adjusts to the position that will put the 

least amount of stress on your body, while still keeping

you properly oriented and supported.

Seat height accommodates different heights and leg 

lengths.



BUOY I Collaborative Chair

Buoy is a collaborative seating for 

teams that helps people move 

freely, change postures, and stay 

energize and comfortable 

Height-adjustable and designed to 

promote movement in the 

workplace, turnstone's Buoy's 

curved base engages your core as 

you tilt, wobble and spin

Active Seating

Contoured base lets you tilt and swivel, engaging your core and encouraging active sitting posture.

Five and a half inches of height adjustability with the lift of a lever.

20 lbs. with a built-in handle, Buoy is designed to go wherever you go.



BRODY I Lounge Furniture

Introducing the Brody WorkLounge. Designed to be good 

for your body and good for your brain.

The Brody WorkLounge:

• creates a shelter from visual distractions,

• provides privacy

• provides an enhanced sense of psychological security

DESIGNED FOR BUSINESS

The Brody WorkLounge can help organizations optimize their real estate by delivering 

a high-performance work space in a highly effective footprint. A smart alternative to 

enclaves, the Brody WorkLounge transforms under-utilized in-between spaces into 

covetable destinations.

DESIGNED FOR YOUR BODY

Providing high performance comfort and support, the Brody WorkLounge features 

patented LiveLumbar™ technology—bringing thoughtful ergonomic design to the lounge 

posture. The adjustable worksurface holds technology at eye level, reducing neck and 

shoulder strain.

DESIGNED FOR YOUR BRAIN

The ability to focus is a real challenge for today’s workers.



B-FREE I Lounge Furniture

B-Free is a range of modular furniture aimed to design multiple and easily reconfigurable 

settings. B-Free creates focal points where people can connect with colleagues and concentrate 

individually

Enhance In-between Spaces 

B-Free’s linear design 

language allows for scalable 

settings, fully utilizing and 

enhancing in-between spaces 

to create powerful applications 

for workers to connect with 

colleagues and concentrate 

individually. Featuring 

ergonomic design combined 

with access to power and 

storage, B-Free supports 

usage for much longer 

durations than traditional 

lounge pieces. 

Connect

With it’s linear and compact 

nature, B-Free fits perfectly 

into a multitude of dedicated 

and in-between spaces. The 

open and inviting nature of B-

Free attracts and welcomes 

colleagues for more 

serendipitous connections. 

Storage and power options 

signals that it’s OK to use the 

space.

Concentrate

The transparent nature of the 

screens allows workers to 

break away from their 

workstations to concentrate 

and think but still remain

connected to the team. This 

element of visual privacy 

works also to help regulate 

volumes as teammates are 

aware of each other’s 

presence.



CAMPFIRE I Lounge Furniture

focus at life.

focus at work.

connect.

share stories.

The turnstone Campfire collection is a flexible collection that allows you to 

create personal, intimate spaces, with the capability of becoming engaging 

collaborative spaces.
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SMART Storage System







Our other services constitute a complete DAY 2 services and solutions,  assuring the 

proper functioning of all installed furniture items, orienting the client’s employees in the 

effective use of their furniture and workspace tools, and accomplishing the required 

reconfiguration, repair and maintenance work with the least possible disruption to the 

client’s normal business operations.

All these to include the following:

• Furniture Installation

• Storage, inventory and asset 

management

• Corporate relocation

• Furniture facilities management

• Reconfiguration

• Refurbishing

• Service and repair

• Space planning and design

• Cleaning and refinishing



Project Reference



Projects Completed

Arthaland Corporation

Amadeus Marketing Philippines

Amazon

Bengzon Negre Untalan Intellectual Property Inc.

Century Pacific Food Inc.

CTRIP International Travel Philippines Limited Inc.

Google

Goudie Associates



Projects Completed

Jollibee Worldwide Services (JWS)

Manulife Data Service, Inc.

Medtronic

Monde Nissin Corporation

RealPage Philippines 

Robinsons

Rockwell Collins

SAS Institute Philippines, Inc.



Projects Completed

Shell Philippines Exploration

Shopee Philippines

Siemens

Solution Exchange Inc.

Sucden Philippines

Tecso Global Solutions, Inc.

The Fred Hollows Foundation.

Vhoug International Construction Group

Wealth Access International Holdings LTD



we go the extra mile

With experience in every major companies and institutions, 

UFS Team is ready to create a work environment specific to 

your business’ needs. Whether you run a small business 

with one workstation or manage a large corporation with 

hundreds or thousands of workstations.

we walk the talk

Whether building a New Office, Relocating your existing office 

or reconfiguration, UFS is the company for you.. 



12 Felix Baes Street 

Paranaque City, Philippines 1700
business address

+63.2.8253.4420

+63.2.8254.1894
telephone number 


